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ANNOUNCEMENTS

October, 1937

All railroads will issue tickets at a reduced
rate for the annual meeting of the Colored
Teachers' State Association w hich will convene
in Beaumont, November 25-27, inclusive, 1937.

Volume 11

Number 1

Published quarterly by the Colored Teachers'
Sta te Associati a n of Texas. 711 Poplar Street.
Bea umont. T exa~·-

R. T. TATUM

You do not need certffcates for reduced railroad rates. Ask your local ticket agent for the
re duced week-end rate or the Thanksgiving
holiday rate to B ea umont from your home.

Editor ancl Busi n ess Manager

I. Q . _HURDLE

. Associate Editor

The Colored Teachers' State A ss:ic i:ltion of Texas
A nnu.:! l Members hip. Sl.75

om.ce

STANDARD

Executive Secret a ry. 711 P oplar Street.

The following members of the Executive Committee will h .,;;;e expireri term s of office at the
B eaum o nt meeting: l\'I. B. D avis, J acksonville;
W. L. D . J ohns'.l n , H ::>ustcn; A . M. Story, Pal estine: M. W. Dogan, Marshall ; I. Q. Hurdle wiil
succeed M. B. Davis as the Chairman of the
Executive Committee.

B eaum ont. Texas
You will be required to present your receipt
for membership before you will be permittei:l
to vote for officials of the association.

OFf'JCERS

I. Q. H urd le. P r e s ident

Austin

Mrs . Irene G orifrey, 1st Vice-Pres inent
J. 0 . Wilham ~. 2nd Vi ce-Presi dent
S . 0 . Parish. 3rd Vice-President
G eorge A. Jones, 4th V ice-Presi dent
Mrs. E.sther Kenna rd, 5th
Vice-President

H :i uston
Dickinson
Mexia

Winnsboro
Houston

A. W . Hilliard, 6th Vice-President
Mi~s Marie Wiley , Departmental
Sec-retary
Miss C. M. Mayfield, Assi stant
Secretary-Treasurer

B ay City
W aco
Sugarland

W. L . Davis, A uditor

Houston

Mrs. Ellie A . Wall s-Mo ntgo mery
Secreta ry-Treas urer

Houston

R. T . Tatum, Executive Secreta ry

Beaumo nt

M"Ei\fBERS EXECUTIVE COMl\'llTTEE

M. B. D avis, Chairman,
Jacksonville

Term Expires 1937

W. R. Banks, Prairie Vi ew

Term Expires 1938

Mrs. Marie J . Davis, Houston T erm Expires 1939
NI.

W . Dogan, Marshall .... Term Expires 1937

Th os. L. H olley, San Antonio Term Expires 1939
W. L. D. J ohr.son, Houston

Term Expires 1937

T . W. Pratt, Dallas

T erm Expires 1938

J . D . R ya n . Houston

.. .. Term Expires 1938

A. M. Sto ry, Palestine
R. T . T atum , Beaumont

T erm Expires 1937

All Memb ersh ip Collectors are requested to
report their enrollment to the Executive Secretary. Kindly bring all receipt books issued you.
It is important that you see that all names and
ad d resses of members enrolled are correct. Sign
your name to each receipt. The departmental
hea ds are urgd to ass ure their departmental
members a well arranged program. All papers
read in the departments will be placed in the
possession of Miss Marie Wiley, departmental
secretary. Please have all manuscripts typewritten for publication.

A gene ra l ca ll meeting for membership collec to r s will be held Thursday, November 25 at
10:00 A.M. Report to the Executive Secretary
e n receipt books ~ent to your address. Have
your reports ready.
Th e cor;1mittee on exhibits is requested to
hegin arrangements for a well organized exhibit
hall .

OBSERVATIONS ON THE FIELD
By R. T. TATUM

P rofessor W. E. Jones, formerly principal of
th e Navasota High School, has been app'.linted
principal of the Nacogdoches Hi gh S ch ool. Professor J ones succeeds the late E. J . Campbell, a
pi c neer Texas educat::>r. The educators of Tex1s
may be assured that the steady growth of th ?
Nacogdoches High School will be continued.
Professor Campbell achieved an outstandin~
record for hi s organization of the school.

Professor Evans, formerly principal of the
Giddings High School, has succeeded Professor
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W. E . Jones as principal of the Blackshe ar Hi gh
School, Navasota. Professor Evans has been
succeeded by Professor Carter, an energetic
young teacher of L ee County.

Matthew B. Gill. formerly teacher of English
in Charlton-Pollard High School, Beaumont. has
been appointed principal of the Carroll Street
Elementary School, Beaumont. Mrs. E. B. Grogan , form er principal of Carroll Street School.
has been appointed principal of the Pipkin Elementary-Junior High School. Mrs. Grogan was
recently conferred the degree of Master of Arts
by Columbia University, New York City, New
York.

A modern school building which is estimated
to cost $185,0()0 will be constructed in Galveston
at an early date. The building will be used as
an elemen1ary school for Negro pupils.

Mrs. Matilda Scott, the widow of the late
Henry T. Scott, Woodv ille, died during September, l!l37. She was a pioneer teacher in the
schools of Tyler County. At the time of her
neath she was an instructor in the Henry T.
Scott High School.

The H enry T. Scott ffgh School, Woodville,
h as been classified as a "B" Class High School
b y th e Texas State Department of Education.
F . W. Thomas is the principal of th e school.
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final arrangements for the annual sessbn of the
convention.
NOTES FROM THE OFFICE OF THE
PRESIDENT

Theme: ''Making the Problem of Living, the
Subject Matter of School Work"

We hope the teachers of Texas are in their
resoective fields-on the job. There is much to
do.- Be alert. It is necessary for us to work if
we hope to live well.
Meet us in Beaumont with a friendly smile,
a co-operative person and a mind to work.
The railroad rates will be reasonable this
year. If you live a great distance from Beaumont, do not risk the drive by automobile.
Confer with the transportation committeeman
in your vicinity. We expect to travel by "Special" trains from HouJton to Beaumont on the
morning of November 25, and reach Beaumont
in time. Teachers from all points of the state
can arri\'e in Houston before the trains leave.
Definite information will be given out in a few
days.
A list of committee chairmen can be found in
this issue of The Texas Standard. We ask that
each chairman be prepared to make a brief
renort in the Reaun1ont meeting.
Do not forget H. B. No. 678. With sufficient
co-operative effort we shall not fail.
-I. Q. Hurdle

COLORED TEACHERS' STATE ASSOCIATION
OF TEXAS

Session to be held in Beaumont, Texas, November 25-27, 1937.
Committees

Credentials ... R. T. Ta tum, Chairman, Beaumont
Tenure

The Cha rlton- ollard High School, Beaumont,
has been awarded the Gold Certificate Award
fo r excellency of practical health teachin g and
the outlining of health activities in the school.
The Texas State Department of Health highly
commended the type of work done in the health
department of Charlton-Pollard. Mrs. Sadie I.
Karrey is th e health teacher. She was assisted
by a regularly orgar.ized health committee composr d of several mEmbers of the school faculty .

Many teachers are preparing to attend the
annual session of the Colored Teachers' State
Association of Texas. The next annual meeting
will be h eld in Beaumont, Texas, November
25-27, 1937. The local committee of Beaumont
has made extensive arrangements for a successful meeting.

Chairman M. W. Dogan, Marshall, G. W.
R.eeves, Prairie View, J . H. Allen, Hearne, Miss
Alma Scruggs, Neches, Mrs. T. B. Mitchell,
Kendl eton , A. R. ;Pickard, Brenham , Mrs.
Admonia M. Eugene, Beaumont, Wm. Anderson,
Smithville, 0 . J. Thomas, Cameron, J. D. Ryan,
Houston.
National A sociation (Colored)

Chairman M. B. Davis, Jacksonville, Miss B.
F.. J chnson. Wnshin?t:: n . lliU~s r.. B. S"Tlith,
H?.wkins. C. C. Sampson, Temple, Mrs. L. E.
Gates, San Anton io, A. E. Alton, Texarkana,
Miss Pauline M. Watkins, Bryan, Mrs. A. M .
Yerwood, Austin, E. L. Rhambo , Brookshire.
N. E. A.

Chairman W. B. Campbell, Austin, Miss
Juanita Agent. Caldwell, Miss L. M. Seals,
Dallas, N. E. Dennis, Marshall, W. M. Henry,
Crockett, Mrs. Cora L. Marion, Beaumont, E.
C. Struggs, Lubbock, C. J . Flemmings, Longview.
Health Problems in Education

President I. Q . Hurdle has made two trips to
Beaumont for the purpose of completing the

Chairman F . Rivers Barnwell, Ft. Worth, C.
G. Armstrc,n(l', Liberty, A. R. F oreman, Mexia,
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Miss Hattie Sansom, Davilla, Miss Dollie Benton, Orange, A. Tatum, Carthage, Miss Anna
J . Elmore, Hearne, Mrs. P. R. Robinet, Tyler
A. K. Smith, Prairie View, Mrs. M. B. Hudson ,
Longview.
Economic Status of the Rural Teacher

Chairman G . W. Bradford, Rusk, S . G . H .
Glasco, Palestine, L . B. Cash, Pittsb urg, W. S.
Mitchell, Bivens, T . B . Mitchell, Kendleton , I.
S. Spencer, Seguin, E. A . Archie, Goose Creek,
E. J . Sansom, Buckhol ts, 0. J . Anderson, Fodice,
H. M. B oy, Marshall, Mrs. W . E . Roach, Austin,
H. S. Estell and Mrs. I. A. R owan of Prairie
View.
Exhibits

Chairman T . T. Pollard, Bea umont, W. C.
Lee, P alestine, G. P . Norman, Linden, Miss Ada
Bias, Mrs. L. A. Dorsey, Miss Mattie S. Brown,
Mrs. Lela Clay, Roy Fowler, Mr s. M. A. Freeman, W . H. Hadnott. F . A. Mallet, Mrs. Hilliard
Reed, C. C. Sudduth, Mrs. L. J. Benson, Miss
Hazel Gilder, of Beaumont, Miss Mattie V .
Garrett, Brenham, W. D. Ellis, Crockett, Mis;
Joe Ella Henry, Austin, F . W. Thomas, Wood,; ille.
Railroad Transportation
C'hairman W . L. D. J ohnson, H ouston, E. A.
Johnson, Austin, A . M. Story, Palesti ne. C. L .
Brewer, San Antoni o, H . J. Mason , Marshall,
E . C. C' oleman, Ft. Worth, E . lVI. HlL Jle, Dallas,
J. W. Ayers, Corpus Christi, R. L . Clark, Waco,
E. A. Greer, El Campo.
Library Extension

Chairman W. S . Peters, Tyler, 0 . J . Baker.
P rairie View, Mrs. L . C. Donney, Nacogdoches,
Mrs. L . V. J ones, F t. Worth , Mrs. T . D. J :>hnson,
Marshall.
Educational Policies
Chaiin ~an . E. 0. Smith Houston, W . R. Banks.
Pra i:·:e Vie,v. R. C. Neal. Bryan, W. B . L ::.t m . r . ,
Alt o, E . H. Henry, Eagle Lake, C . F . Carr, Dallas, Mrs. 0. M. Goldwaith , Waxah a chie, C. H .
Thomas, Rosenberg, P. S . Simms, Ga lveston, C.
L. Moore, Aus tin, A. L . Traylor, Omaha, E. S .
Hill, Paris, J. P. Jones, Houston, R. L. Isaacs,
Houston.
International Relationship

Cha irman Henry E. Doyl e, Austin, W. V .
Cleaver, Penta, S. C. McAllister, J effers-:m, Mm.
Cha mp Gord on, McCabe, B aat:tr.ont, 1V~1ss Ruth
Graham, Paris, 0. R. Th omas, Sa n Ant::mi.:i, Mrs.
K D. McFeters, Texarkana. E. L . Coger , Waco,
J . F . Ellison, Houston, Mrs. E M. Vandyke,
Houston.
Higher Education
Chairman Miss Mary E. Branch, Austin, O'I·fara Lanier, Houston, Mrs. E. H. Speaks, Dallas, T . W. Pratt, Dallas, L ei J . White, Longview,
V. E. Daniels, Marshall, J. J. Rhoads, Marshall,
A. S. J ackson, Waco, Mrs. Inez C. Scott, Paris,
D. R. Glass, Tyler, Miss Ethel T . M::mey, H ouste n. Miss Henrietta Roberts, Austi n.
Necrology

Chairman, A. J. Jessie. Cuney, Mrs. N. L. Caldwel l, McKinney. Mi ss Velma P olk, Th ompson,
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Miss Laura P . Williams, Galveston, Miss V. L.
Isam, Longview, G. II. Adams, Jefferson, Miss
Grace William ~, Bay City, S. J . Sansom, Davilla.
C. C. C.

Chairman, L. J. Jolley, Schulenburg, E. Watkins, P oint, F . G. Brown, San Angelo. (Other
C. C. C. Instructors.)
Adult Edu.!a(ion

Chnirman, R. W. Hilliard. San Antonio, J. C.
Callie r. Palestine. Miss Alma Sheffield, Austin,
W. P . Terrell. Prairie Vi ew, A. D. Sheffield,
Vi c-t ria, A. L. And ers, Como. R. C. Cha tham ,
Houston, Miss F. Jeffrey, Dallas, L. P. Buchanan , Austin , Mr s. Rebecca Hudson, Marshall, Mrs.
0 . E. F e rra nd , Beaumont.
School Nursery

Chairman, Miss Viol a Washingt on-Mullins,
F ort Worth, Mrs. Annie B . Richards, Oak Woods.
Mrs. G . W . Adams, Goliad, Miss M. J. Simms,
Austin. Miss Dorothy B. Wilson, Bracketville,
Dr. E B .Evans. Prairie View, Miss M3e Bell
Hill, Au~tin, M~s. E. L. McCorm, Wha rton , Mrs.
lV' nbl -2 V~ts!Ey. Houston.
Resolutions

Chairman. W . H . Brandon, Lufkin , Mrs. A.
L. l.a1·,-fo,a_ Bel:cn F . S. Dunlavy, Dal as. JV: i s
!Vb ry L. H ay; , LaG an :-e. Miss .Josephine Hu' chins. Sugarland, Mi ss E . L. Blackshe ar, Nav;,sota, Miss Naomi Nash. Greenville, Mrs. I. P .
Huff, Marlin, J. D. Willis, Dangerfield , G . G.
Craig, r.etroit.
Constitutional Amendment
Cha irm a n, J. B. Richey, n a;1as; Mrs. E . C. B.
Le Quey, Wiley ; Mrs .•T. D. McClellan, Palestine:
G. 0 . Sf.Jide ··s, Hou st on; Mar on Davis. B,~ev '· 1 e ·
A . L . Manning, San Antonio; Miss Vi olet L.
McCartney, Jack sonv ille: L. G. McDon al :i, Fer ris :
H. T. Davis. G a!vestnn ; S . A. m a.yden. P a~pa:
Dew , y C. Dansby, K ilgore; W. E. J or es. Nacogd0chec: F . R. R ice, Aus ' in: R. E. Bev s, W· ro;
G. S . Mead ows. Commerce: R. P . Per y. P ra i, ie
View : A . L. Turner, Carthage : B. H. W::.ts~-n.
H:rnst on: G. L. :\ielson, Mineral Well~.
Accredited High Schools

Ch :iirma n, L. M. J ohnson, 1<"0rt W orth: M:-s.
L. K G. Bell, W all ace; W. L. L ong, DeKalb;
J . M , Hu rdle, Pittsburg ; M. E . Fnd, JacJ~sc,nvi!le: F. R. Pierson, Sherman; J. J. Wilson , Waco;
J. H. R 'l we. J :- so : r; I\,. E . H , ll and. Wichita F alls;
K . B. P olk, Dallas: B. F. Thomas, Ennis; L. A.
Wc:~hingt<'n, Kendletc n; W. E . Miller, Houston;
J. C. S , nde r son, Houst on.
The Junior High School Advaneement
Chairman, E. A. Brisco, F ort Worth; W. L .
Davis, Houst on ; Miss J. M. Hamilton, Temple;
Mrs. Irene H oll y , San Antonio; F . D. Wi!li am3.
Dallas; E. M. Swisher, Austin; E. R. Lee, Magnolia Spri ngs: F . D. Burnett, Wichita Falls ; Miss
id.a Re.n d. Jeffe rson; T. J. Ch0ice, Marshall: Miss
A. L. F< ,n:1.: r , M a rshail; W. B. J Jre -, Su'ph r
Springs; Miss H. G . Merriweth er, San Antonio;
Mrs. P. A. R och ~m. Dc ll.:.s; Miss E3, line Ja:nes,
.fo cksonville.
i::csi:ec1iully submitte d.
I. Q. Hur61e, Presider:t.
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LOCAL COMMITTEE, BEAUMONT

General Chairman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T . T . P ollard'
Program Committee
. . . R. T. Tatum
Finance . .
..........
A. L . Price
Homes
. . . . T. T. Pollard
Transportation
. . . . . . . . . F . R. Pierson
Entertainment
Mrs. E. B . Grogan
Reception . . . .
M. B. Gill
Headquarter.; for the meeting
Charlton-Pollard H igh School, Grant and Popl ar Streets, Beaumont, Texas.

Annual Musical, November 26

The Musical on Friday night will be presented
b y the Colleges of the State

STANDARD
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The chairman stated that a Negro State Tuberculosis Kospital . had been purchased at Kerrville. It was moved by Prof. Brannon of Lufkin
.ar.d Ct .rr!ed that a Jetter of appreciation will
be sent the board from the Health section of
the State Teachers Association; Rev. Barnwell
was authorized to write the letter.
Minutes of the last meeting were read and
approved.
Miss Helen Nolbert, R. N. , was elected assist;, nt secretary. Introduction of visitors by Rev.
Barnwell. Dr. J. H. Mathes, Fort Smith, Arkansa~. Remarks were made urging tJ get cooperation from doctors during National Negro Health
Week.
Mrs. Ophelia Greer, Marshall:
Professor Brandon, Lufkin;

DEPARTMENTAL SECTIONS
Headquarters: Charlton-Pollard High School
Beaumont, Texas

Departmental Sections will go into session at
2::30 p . m. Thursday and at 3:30 p. m. Friday.
Section

Chairman

College

Mr. 0 . W. Crump

High School

Mr. E . 0. Smith

Elementary

Mr. R. L . Isaacs

Primary .

Mrs. Mable Wesley

Kindergarten
Voe. Agriculture

Mrs. M. J. S ims
Mr. C. H . Banks

Jeanes Supervisor

Mr. T . R . Griffith

Adult Education

Mr.

Home Economics

:a.

W . Hilliard

Miss E . C. May
Dr. F. R. Barnwell

Health
Music

Mr. A. S. Jackson, Jr.

Library
Physical

Mrs. G . H . Mason
Education

The Press

Mr. N. B. Edward

Industrial Ed.
P.-T. A.

Mrs. D. C. Rayford

Voting Booth
Science

. Mr. W . P . Terrell

R. T . Tatum
Mr. J . C. McDade

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH EDUCATION
Sta.te Colored Teachers' Association
Booker T. Wa,shington High School
Dallas Texas, Nov. 26, 1936

The Health Section of the State Teachers
A ssociaticn opened in Room 5 at 2:30 p. m .
Rev. F . Rivers Barnw €11, Chairman.

Professor Thomas, Woodville.
Professor Thomas stated that he was instrumental in b re aking the ground and buildin ~ the
sewage pla nt at the State Negro T. B . Hospital
15 years ago.
Other visitors: Miss Ruby Mason, Omaha; Miss
J. A. Elmore, Hearn e; Mr. Heard, Groesbeck ;
Miss Pauline Watkins, Bryan; Miss Bailey,
Georgetown; Miss Helen Nolbert, R . N., State
Health Department.
Miss Annie Mae Mathes, R. N., State Itinerant
Nurse, read a paper on "The New Nursing
Service." She brought out the progress that
ha s been made in one year.
Resvonse to paper by Rev. F . Rivers Barnwell.
:M eeting adjourned.
Booker T. Washington High School
Dallas, Texas
J\rovember 27, 1936
The meeting of the Health Section was called
to order in Room 5 at 3:30 by Rev. F. Rivers
Barnwell. Health songs were led by Rev . Ba rn\ , ell. SpEcial m ention was made of the splendid
renditions by Misses Mason, G oodacre and Berry in morning session by Rev. F. Riv ers Barnwell H P.alth proj ects as carried on in Morris
County we r e discussed by Miss A. 0 . G. Cartwrighc. Rf;V. F. Rivers Barnwell introduced
Miss Paulina Watkins, Jeanes supervisor of
Brazos County, who di scussed "Trends in Modern
Day Health Educati on." She brought out the
fact that teachers can make health education
fit into the lives of the children they are teach.ri g. Mrs. B iond of Bowie County discu ss ~d the
paper. Miss Benson of J asper County also discussed the paper. Dr. J ordan, chairman of the
'h:unteer Health League of Dallas, was introduced by Rev. F . Rivers Barnwell. Dr. Frank
.Jordan read a paper on, "A Study of Urban
He;,lth Among Negroes." Dr. Jordan brought
out the fact that (1) Poor economic conditions;
(2) P cor h ou sing and sup ;, rs ti tuticn; (3) Lack
of proper sanitation were responsible for poor
health. Mr. J . Lee of Fort Worth d iscussed the
p aper. The chairman mentioned the beginning

THE TEXAS
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of the 1936 seal sale. Meeting adjourned. Helen
Nolbert, R. N., assistant secretary.
F. Rivers Barnwell, Chairman;
<?has. A. DesLandes, Secretary;
Dr. M. L . Preacher, Public Health;
A. M . Mathes, Exhibits.

THE NEW NURSING SERVICE AMONG
NEGROES

October 16, 1937
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cancer which in the opm10n of the department
would reduce 20 per cent the mortality from
the disease; (4) To reduce the death rate of the
mothers and babies in child-birth; (5) To correct conditions resulting from improper diet;
(6) To restore cripple children to lives of usefulness. In all this great program the Public
Health nurse must carry on a great portion of
the nursing service. School nursing service must
be commended for the splendid service rendered
to the school child. The service has contacts with
parents and the child but the new nurse knows
and extends her program to a generalized point.

By MISS ANNIE MAE MATHES

We are beginning to realize that no one organizatio'n, no profession can work by itself,
but it takes the united efforts of the people.

State Itinerant Nurse, Austin, Texas
Though progressive in many directions, Texas
has been backward protecting the Negro's health.

We speak of war-there is a war against disease. The new nursing among Negroes feels the
call.

Health minded people have no argument
against the importance of nursing and Public
Health Education.

To arms with well-trained Public Health Nurses and Doctors the battle is engaged. Then let
us make heroic efforts to win in this useful
field.

We are aware of the cost of sickness, the
building and maintaining hospitals also Health
Institutions.

The ignorant and indifferent lead the fight
against maintaining adequate health service.
So we face a huge wall of difficulty.

A modest annual investment in such ser-rice
w 11 save the people of Texas millions.
A. M. Mathes, R. N.

A recent State-wide survey was made in
wh:ch the Texas Planning Board emphasized
the fact in reporting 17,000 persons died prematurely and needlessly during 1934-ihe lates t
year for which st:::~istics have b een compiled.
That number included 10,000 victims of preventabl e d1seases, and 7':lOO succumb 2d to pellagra.

THE RURAL HIGH SCHOOL WITH SPECIAL

There are several reasons for this situation.
First the absence of a definite health program.
This condition exists because of the lack of
funds to promote a worthwhile health program
and nursing service. Another reason has been
only a few schools in this country provide Public Health training for the Negro doctor and
nurse.

Center Point County Training School
Pittsburg, Texas

'l'cxas' first need is to support :ts S tate Health
D ep r.r tment adequately that it may set up a fulltime service. County Health units or equivalent
in every community.
The newer standards are approved. That g raduate nurses are desiring special training l eading
toward a Bachelor's degree. We as a health-minded group approve the same. Now we must
see to it ' that our Colleges and Universities provide the courses. That money from foundations
._1nd ot!Jn sources is J')rovided. I am advised
that the Saint Peters Medical School in R ichm ond , Virginia and other universities are providing; courses for Negro nurses and doctors.
At least one physician and six nurses have been
given aid and seized the opportunity supervised
by the United States Public Health Service
through the National Security program.
Our State Health Officer, Dr. J ohn W. Brown,
says "We are committed to that program in
'i'Exas wh ich provides: (1) To finish th e work of
stamping out tuberculosis ; ( 2 ) To wipe out syphilis; (3) To make available everywhere facilities for the proper diag no~is a nd treatment of

REFERENCE TO ORIENTATION OF ITS
TEACHERS
By MRS. CHRISTINE B. CASH, Principal

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Part 1- -The Rural High School
1.

Introduction: Purpose, Scope and Procedure

2.

Significance of the Term-Rural.

3.

Th e Development and Present Status of
the Rural High Schools.

4.

Some Distinguishing Characteristics.

ii.

Some Specific Problems.
A . Finance
B. Bui' d ings, Grounds and Equi~•.r.·~nt

C.

Teacherages ar..d Dormitories

D.

Transportation

E.

Curriculum Offerings.

F.

Extra Curricula Activities

G. The Teaching Personnel
H . Community Relations
Part II-Orientation of Teachers
1.

The Problem

l
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THE RURAL HIGH SCHOOL-A SOCIAL
INSTITUTION
INTIWDUCTION: P URP OSE, SCOPE AND
PROCEDURE

At a time when current educational thought,
legislative bodies of various states and local
authorities of schools are engaged in a program of rural school improvement, it is fitting
that some consideration be given to the study
of rural secondary schools. An appraisal of the
problem of such schools, together with factors
and procedures of adjustment of its teaching
personnel is the purpose of stu:ly.
A brief study of the rural community and of
the origin and development of the rural high
school is made. B! ief mention is made of the
status of Rural Education in the whole United
States. But the problem is primarily concerned
with rural secondary education for Negroes in
those states having separate schools for colored
and white, and the teaching personnel.
The facts presented in this discussion are
supported by autho:-it:itive educational philos'>phy. Owing to the lack of adequate information
bearing wholly on the status of rural secondar y
education for Negroes some generalizations have
been based on p?.rsonal observation and experience.
The presentation is made in two parts. In
Part I there is an analysis of some specific prcblems of a Rural High School witn implications
toward teacher adjustments. In Part II there
is ar, analysis of the problem of teacher orientation and suggested procedures.

[

SIGNIFICANCE

OF

THE

TERM-R URAL

The term rural is significant in that it has a
two-fold meaning. In its broadest interpretation
it m eans that the area or scope of land wherein
the population lives in the open country or in
groups of Jess than two thousand five hundred
inhabitants. In the interpretation of rural as
relates to the discussion in the following pages,
it means that area of open country and un-incorporated villages which are under the jurisdiction of a county superintendent of p ublic instruction and a body of trustees elected by
vote of the people or appointed by a county
hoard of education.
Divisions of the rural population are neighborh o:.,ds. communities and villages. The term
neighborhood carries the meaning of nearness
of family and f:-iends in a small primary cluster cf homes. In such 2reas the one-ro·o m school
came into exist nce. With a growth of social
interests and organizaticns the !'!eighborhood
0

In the process of social, political and economic
changes during the past one-hundred and fifty
years, the f')ur -year high school h~s ~e_en
evolved. In the beginning it was only m cities
that such schools were maintained. As recently as four decades a -::o there were only a few
youtr.s whose parents could afford to maintain
them in economic non-productivity while they
spent four years as a high school student. But
there has been a marvelous transformation in
recent years. in 1930 seventy per cent of all the
adolescents in our country were enrolled in
school.I
The social, economic, and industrial influences
which so modified city life and promoted the
evolution of the American Secondary school have
transformed the country as well. Agriculture has
been revolutionized, cooperative buying and
selling have been instituted. Modern methods of
cummunication and transportation have broken
down the traditional narrowness. There has developed within rural areas a group consciousness which has promoted organizations and developed public interests. both of which have
worked toward the development and bettei-men•.
of rural schools. For the enlargement anti r~
vitalization of rural communities the consolidated or rural h ·gh schcol has b , en irstituted.

TUE DEV~LO PMENT AN D PRESENT STATUS
OF RURAL HIGH SCHOOLS
1'hP Rural HiRh School is a new type of institution. The first in the United States was
foun,ie:1 in 1890 in the state of Massarhusetts.2

But the Middle West has taken the lead in
recent years. Arrong those that have become
outstanding is the Sargent Consolidated School
in Saguache County, Coloraclo. The Snuthern
region rnnks lowest in providing for education
of rural youths. The ranking states of the southern gro1•p are according to s~atislics of 1930 I
States

No. 4-Ye~.r !taral
Hi Schools

N. Carclina
Texas
Oklahoma
West V i-ginia
Kentucky

681
657
582
93
396

No. Pupils

71172
67803
46926
11886
23469

No.
Tchrs.

2820
2781
2265
555
1296

!Ha yes-Rura l Sociology ; Longma n G ree n & Co. 1929,
Ch aps. TX & XV
ICux a nd Langfitt- High School Adminis tration , Ame rican Rook Co. 19.J.4, Cha p. I p. i .
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No classification as to white and Negro schools
was made in the above statistics.

There is no immediate tying up of community
interests with the activities of the school.

From Occasional Papers No. 29, published by
the trustees of the John F. Slater Fund, statistic., show that in 600 counties of seven states
there are 2022 four-year high schools for Negroes. Of that number 67 per cent are classified
as rural. A further study of the report of the
Slater Fund for 1935 reveals the fact that there
arc approximately as many four-year high
sc:hools in thi;> rural areas as in the urban areas.2
A comparison of the statistics of the report on
Rural High Schools for the whole United States
and the report on Public Secondary Schools for
Negroes in the Southern States of the United
States r eveals that in the States of North Carolina, Texas, Oklahoma and Kentucky the frequency of rural high schools for the entire
populace. The comparison has limitations, other
factors should be involved.

In the report on secondary education by Mr.
Amhrose Caliver, it is found that no statistics
were presented as to the curriculum contents
of the rural high schools.2

The purpose of such rural high schools is to
revitalize rural education and rural life. Their
function is to supply a type of training and instruction that is not only in keeping with the
new spirit and new needs of rural life, but also
in keeping with the ideals of a democratic society. They may be defined as a place of learning in a rural area, effectively organized, adequately housed, properly equipped, liberally
financed and under the leadership of a trained
personnel.
Characteristics

Typical rural high schools have small enrollments. In 1930 there were in the United
States approximately twelve thousand fouryear high schools located in centers of population cf twenty-five hundred or less. About 95
per cent of these had enrollments of two hundred
pupils or Jess, and about seventy per cent had
enrollments of one hund1·ed or less. Approximately all such schools were un ion schools.
That is, the elementary and secondary departments were under the same supervision and occupied the same plant. The average number
of teachers, of the twelve thousand schools mentioned above, per high school is 4.2; the average number of pupils per teacher is 20.7. There fore it is quite evident that the teacher's daily
program consists of a large number of classes
in a variety of subjects. The vast majority of
these schools continue major emphasis on formal subjects primarily of college preparatory
type and there is little evidence of any thorough
organization of curriculum materials n terms
of contemporary and probable future needs of
rural life and society at large.I

,o.

2Cubbcrly- Rural l.ife and Edu ca tion , Houghtott Mifflin
&
19'.:2 p 2.111.
IF.co nomic-a1 F.nri chment oi the Small Secondary School
Curriculum, pubt;shcd hy the DC'partment of Rura l Education. \\' . A . Guamn itz, N. E . A. The Place of the
Small School in American Secondary Education . Table
9, f·P- 25 and 113
2'fhe Trust ees of t he J ohn F . Slat er fund, Occasional
Pa pers No. 29: Puhlic Secondary Schools fnr Negroes
in the Southern Stat e of the l nited States.
LEconomic.1 1 Enric hm ent of the Small Secondary School
Cur riculum, published by the Department of Rural Eduratio 11 . \\: . J\ . Gurlnmitz, N . F.. A.

The Problem of Finance

The problem of finance in a rural situation
presem in analysis a ltogether different aspects
from that of the city systems. In the city system
the management is entirely in the hands of the
Board of Education. The taxes on public utilities
in the city and the mass of individual wealth,
together with the rate of valuation make it
possible for a greater income per capita for the
urban child than for the rural child.I Whereas
there is less financial ability in the open country
than in the cities, some interesting surveys
have been made in various states which authenticate the fact. In 1920 it was found that in the
state of Pennsylvania the median property valuation per teacher in the city was $230,00 and in
common school districts was $100,000. In California the median for the one-teacher district
is $432,000; for large cities $661,477. The difference between the two states is due to the fact
tha t California exempts its public service corporations form local tax.
The income in the open country is less than
that in the city. Data from the National Bureau
of Economic Research showed higher income for
the rural worker than for the city worker, but
if interp1eted to exclude women who are home
makers, the income for the rural family would
actua lly be lower per family unit.
Of the southern states where separate schools
are maintained for whites and Negroes, North
Carolina no longer requires its farmers to pay
local tax ~rom operating expense of six months
of sc hc•Jl.2 Data was not secured as to 'the extent of ta xation in t he other states. However it
happens that the school laws of some of the
southern states set bonding and tax limits for the
common school districts. Should the constituency
desire to vote a bond to p rovide funds for building equipment they are limited by law. It follows
that there is seldom enough income from bond
issues to provide building funds for Rural Negro schools. Therefore, the· Negro Rural High
S chools have for the most part depended on
philanthropic funds and popular subscriptions
for the promotion of building programs. The
sources of income for the salary budget are:
apportionment funds , from State Special State
Aid and Equalization Aid, from the State Vocational Funds from the Federal Government,
local taxes from the county, tuition fees, and
in some instances salary aid from the John P.
Slater Fund. One specific problem that has a
direct bearing on the orientation of teachers is
the lack of local funds with which to buy supplies for la boratories and for sa nitation and janitorial services. It is the task of the administrative staff of a rural high school to plan an eduIAlmack and Bursc h- Op. cit, Chapter 3,
2Streeter, Carol P.- ' •L"psettini( the School Traditions of
a Hundred Years. " Farmers Wife, Vol. 35, No. 11, Nov.
I 932 pp. 10-25-28.
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cational program in proportion to the need,
of the constituency and the financial ability of
the districts.1
Buildings, Grounds and Equipment
The rural school teaching corps have many
and varied responsibilities. The problem of planning for buildings, playgrounds, gardens and
landscaping is theirs to solve. The typical city
high school building is not suited to rural needs.
Some peculiar rural conditions of which the
principal and architect should be aware are as
follows:
1.

The elementary grades and the hi gh srho'll
will usually be housed in the same building.

2.

The building should be equipped to serve
as a community center.

3.

The plant should be capable of expansion
and extension commensurate with the
growth of the population.

4. The school will have to provide its own
unit plants for lighting, heating, water,
fire fight ing and sewage disposal.I
Ont> outstanding d ,fficulty which retards proper devc,opment is ihe bad system of tax apportiorimen!. If no public util. ty transVEnes a rural
district but little local tax can be obtained. No
bond issue of considerable amount can be levied. Hence there is a limitation to the a •n ount
of money available for current expense. So long
as the district unit is the political jurisdiction
under which a rural school must operate, so loP.g
it will be limited in funds for operation. Therefore, it will be necessary for the launching
of rallies and financial campaigr.s.
The teaching staff cf a rural high school needs
t,, be well informed on a legislation which
is intended to benefit rural schools.
Teacherages and Dormitories

A problem whieh has challen~ed rural school
c:dm -l'is ·rators is ttat of providing adequate Jiving facilities for the teachers. Oftimes the
school is located far into the country and there
are no nearby homes convenient as boarding
places. If good homes could be found amon<!
the homes of the district no practical means of
conveying teachers back and forth would be at
hand. Usually if a te~cher lives in a private h ome
her going and corning are under surveillance
and she se!dom enjoys privacy.2
Should the teacher drive from five to twenty
miles each day or go home each weekend she is
n ot able to identify herself with th e pe:>ple she
tc-achers.1
The ~olution to the ab ove mention ed con::iderations is found in the public owned homes for
the teaching staff. It is a prevailing practice in
many European countries. In recent years the
custom has been gradually coming into American schools. They are a necessity in rural and

consolidated schools. Facilities should be furnished for the principal, the teachers, the school
workrr1e1t and for a few studen ts. Since the
school buildings are in most cases the community cen ter wherein are held all community
meetings such as farmers institutes, cooperative
clubs, short courses, community affairs, P.-T. associations and the 1 ke it is esser.tial that someone in authority live on the school grounds.
Public money expended for school homes represent an investment, those who occupy them are
expected to pay fees to take care of expenses.
The management of such homes should be centered in the principal whose prerogative it is
to del egr:t :-: to certain t eachers the major shar e cf
n.:spnn si bi•ity for govtrnm~nt.t The prir.ciples of
management and control should be formulated
by a fa culty committee to, the end that the relatinns and practices should be in accord with
the highest ideals and conceptions, designed to
afford a model which the community would
<lo well to imitate and which should contribute to the education of the students.
The foll owing excerpt is taken from a rating sheet for Vermont rural schools:
Part !--Living Conditions for Teachers
The Community must provide suitable liv' ng c<Jnditions for its teachers.3
In the program of standar dization of rural
schools in the state of Texas emphasis placed
upon the teachers' relation to the community.
The following considerations are emphasized:
that tl:\e t eachers live if! the community during
the week, spend at least half of weekends in the
community and participate in community activities and that suitable living conditions be provided for teachers.

'IRANSPORTATION

One definite objective in Rura l education is to
provide high school facilities for every rural
youth. and at the same time make it possible for
them to stay a~ home each night. This goal has
ne t yet been attained, but by setting up transportation routes, it is fast reaching a solution.
Where transportation facilities are approved,
a pproximately 20 per cent of all expenditures of
the sr hool goes for the transp:irtation of pupils.
The refore the problem has some very direct
implicat'cns towards the at";itudes of teachers
contributing to the success or failure. The adm inistrati ve responsibil ity ;,[•_,,._, ,, ,i to it involves the principal and the entire t eaching
fo r ces. The dc•ails of administration a re nu!"Ilerous. The p:-incipal is engineEr, traffic manager,
pas:;enger agell''.. He must plan and execute such
vital matters as the following:
JMcElhannon, Joseph C.- '·T h e Soehl Failures of Teachers"; The J ourna 1 oi Educationa l Socio!ogy, Vol. fl, No.
9, May 1929, p. 535.

IAlmack and Bursci,, Op. cit, ch. III.

]Lathrop , Edi t h Ann a.-- Dormi to - ies in Co-111ect ion with
Public Secondary Schools, l ·. S. A. Burea u of Educat ion

1Almack a nd Bursch, Op. cit, Chap. 6.
2~lmack and Bur ..... '1 - Ad·n ir,ic::t ration o f Con solidated a nd
V,llage Schools, 1925, chap. 7.

Bulletin No. 12. 1922.
3Wh a t is a Sa ti sfying School- J ou r, N . F.. A .. \ "ol. 18,
pp. l5~-15J. May !929.
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Routing the territory and preparing the
time schedules.

2.

Purchasing transportation unr'..s and supervising their repair and replacement.

3.

Selecting drivers, overseeing their work,
and taking care of records.

4.

Using school busses for other purposes,
such as: transporting school athl~ic teams,
taking children to county fairs,
state
meets and for taking classes on observatory trips.

Some specific problems which confront the
teaching staff are: the setting up of standards
of decorum, acquiring knowledge of the roads
and the location of every home from whence
children come. formulating rules which the
drivers are to observe and '!:he making of statistics relative to attendance and achievements of
pupils. A debated question is - - Should teachdrive the school busses.
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du[f.ries have a place in every rural school
curriculum. Yet these studies should not be
made narrowly vocational. Something of the
history of the farm and home and something of
their background of history and romance should
be given. Distrib~ion, control of production, rural community life and the social, economic and
pCllitical aspects of agriculture should be discussed and understood by the puipls as early as
possible. (3)
The Interpretation of the cirriculum should
not be given in terms of rural life, but in recognition of the fact that the needs of rural life
are the needs of American life. It should recresent the most valuable aspects of social he!'itage and of contemporary life organized
to
provide the experiences necessary for the ind1v idua1 maximum growth. To that end general,
cu 1 tura1 and vocational courses should be offered. ( 4) The setting of the goals of the curriculum must be in terms of human needs. It must
h e so presented and so organized as to meet
1he interests, abilities, aptitudes and life purJ"OS E's of ~hose for whom it is inaugurated, and
its ;,ictivities must be directed so that the, e
needs may be cared for effectively and economically.

CURRICULUM OFFERINGS
Extra Curricula Activities

There are two opposing views with reference
to the aims of the Rural H igh School. One regard s rural children as belonging to a distric'!:
class, and presumes that their environment determines their probable future, and argues that
foz their own good and tha,~ of society they
should b e def initely prepared for such a future:
the other view maintains that one must not
regard rural children as rural but rather as
individuals, having individua.l capacities and the
rieht to the fullest development of those capacities in what ever direction the child's interests
and ability may take. ( 2 )
The tru'. h lies in the merging, the balancing
of these two extremes. The general courses off ,' ed should b e typical of the general courses
offered ln any high school. Music, art, drawing,
li t eratu re ar t• the cultural subjects needed in
order to break down '.he isolation found in the
lives of rural p eople.' Special emphasis should
be given to the teaching of the social and
s~r ic a rts. Music, pageantry and drama are
rr.ade suitable outlets for the long p ent-up emotions of rural you~hs. The devt lopment of the
apprr·ciat!on of the scenic arts may best find
expression in an activjty program centered arcund projects of home and school beautification. ( 2 )
Agriculture, heme economics, trades and in ·

IRu tterwortii . lu 1ian - Prin d lcs of Rural School Administration , Mac ~lillan Co. 1926 pp. 121-124.
:?!\)ma ck an rl Rnr .. ch Op. c it. chaJ)t er s g.9. ,0_

It is conceded that activities embracing other
th;,n the dicert curriculum offerings have a definite and permanent place in and hi~h sch'lol
program. Such activities include l?:>l'T"IC!> anti
athletics, mus ic, parties, clubs, assemblies and
rallies forensis. dramatics, literary and social
iournalism. In E·xecuting a program of e~ra
curricula activitirs the rural high school presrnts a social situation that is complicated and
a problem of administration which challenges
the be&•~ engineering ability of the principal.
The social situ::.tion is made acute by a diversion of perso:cilities 2mon!! a grouo of <'hil--lren from different rural areas. The children
from the open country consider those from the
Yillage as stuck up and snobbish, the village
bred children rel!ard the country children as
rude and uncultured, lacking manners and intelligence ,

1Department o f Ho ral Education, N E. A. Feb. 1934,
"l\conomical Enrichment of t 1: r Sm~II Secondary School
Curricu1am."
2<'arl C. Taylor, Rura l Soc:ology- Harper and Brothers
Publis hers, JQJ3 Ch. XVIT.
JC:tpper, Arthur : Rural
Sd :oo1 ~ fot" Tomo rro w.

Ame r ica

l\fay

1934,

Farm
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A FOLLOW-UP STUDY

of
THE 1936 GRADUATES OF THE
HOUSTON NEGRO IDGB SCHOOLS
and

A STUDY OF OCCUPATIONAL DESmEs OF
156 SENIORS

Department or Social Science
Houston Collere for Nerroes
By Ira B. Bryant, A. M,
The Problem of the Investiration.-YEar in
and year out an increasingly large number of
young men and women are b t ing • graduateJ
from our public schools representi-n g an inves tme~ of hundreds of thousands of dollars in
finance, time and energy. OvEr and over again,
we have wondered what has become of the2e
young people aftE-r graduation. Some we have
labelled as brilliant, others mediocre, and a
third group as dumb. As yet, little follow-up
work has been done to ascertain how well our
produc". is fitting into the society that we are
supposed to be preparing him for. This treatise proposes to present the first of a series of
follow-up studies of the graduates of the three
high schools of Houston. The major problem
of ijie investigation may be divided into two
parts. The first part seeks to find out what becomes of the graduates the first six months
out of school. Specifically this problem will be
concerned with the number of graduates who
went to college, number at work, numbEr who
married, and what happened to the hon.or students. The second part of the problem is to ascc.rtain the occupo!~ional desires of a sample
group of seniors probably one hundred fiftysix in number. The specific phases of this
problem shall deal with the economic background of the pupil in order to determine if
the pupil is financially able to complete the
training for this field.
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were made with the principals of the high
schools relaitive to the number of pupils who
requested a transcript of their credits for some
college. A further check revealed that a number of the students who applied for admission
t o the various college did not enter.
It fs probable that many important facts
have been omitted in this investigation, especially much inform#.ion relative to the courses
our students are pursuing. These data were ascertained from students attending the various
colleges as well as student publications.

The ~hree Negro high schools of Houston
awarded 457 diplomas to 142 boys and 315 girls
in 1936, probably the largest collection of di·
plomas awarded Negro children in the history
of the South. The Commencement Exercises
were a gala occasion. Approimately ten thousant m<.'~hers, fathers. and well wishers looked
on as the 457 candidates marched forth to be
presented to the public. Now six months later,
we take stock of our graduates -to see where
they are and what they are doing. How well
they are fitting in the community has been purposely omitted in -:his investigation.
The investigation reveals that 137 or 29.9 %
of the 1936 graduates went to college or 85
girls (62.4%) and 52 boys (37.6% ). The distribution as to colleges follows: Houlf.on Cr,1lege 51, Prairie View College 35, Tuskegee 10,
Wiley 9, Southern University 6, Mary Allen
Junior College 5, Samuel Huston College 4,
Fisk University 2, Paul Quinn Junior College 2,
New York University 1, Ohio Universr.y 1,
Bishop College 1, Dillard University 1, Los Anr-eles Junior College 1, Tillotson College 1,
Chicago School of Aviation 1, and Hughes
BusinE1,s College 1.

Table I - Number of 1936 Graduates by Schools

Schools

Boys

Girls

Total
93

Booker T. Washington

30

63

"hillis Wheatley

57

139

l!lfl

Jack Yates

55

113

168

A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF THE 1936 GRADUATE'S OF THE THREE COLORED

122 (31 % ) 315 (6!1%) 457

HIGH SCHOOLS

The data of this investigation were gathered
through personal interviews made by
the
v 1 rr.er, several Houston. College students, and
numerous students from the high schools. The
list of graduates was secured from the Commencement program released by the Houston
Public School Central Office. Also checks

Figure II shows graphically the sch"-'ls at'ended by the graduates who are continuing
'heir training a:tr.er leaving high school. F i!'
,bserved that 36.4 per cent of the total nnm"'er entered the Houston College and 25.5 pe'l'
t'ent went to the State school, Prairie View. It
11.ppeared that the choice of schools has very
'1ttle to do with the choice of these student.~•
voca'tion.

THE
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The investig~tion revealed that these students
i>t"e interestP.,J in a very small variety of f\l~lds,
Tt seems tbat -the choice of vocations would be
more varied but the study indicates that the
occupational choices of these studerr..s fall into
two main categories, namely, home economics
and arts and sciences (teaching). At Houston
College, Prairie View College and Tuskegee Institute, the ~hree college receiving the largest
number of Houston graduates, it is observed
that 83.6 per cent of the students are :;<:udying
in these two fields.
Of the 320 students who did not continue
~heir training after completing their work at
the high school, practically all could be located
six months after graduation. One girl died
during the week of the Commencement Exer-
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people have married since their graduation. As
indicated in Table III thirty-five graduates
married between the period of June 4, 1936 and
January 1, 1937. Eighty-five per cent were gir,s
and fifteen per cent were boys. A detailed study
of one of the schools shows that of the fifteen
girls that married, only two chose husbands
who were high school graduates. The remaining
thirteen were married to individuals whose
acadtmic training extended from the secona
grade through the tenth. The jobs of the husbands ranged from shoe shine boys to compress
laborers, with little or no opportunity for advancement or an increase in salary. The maximum wage received by the heads of the families appears to be sixteen dollars a week. The
average seems to be about eight dollars a
week. There were seven girls of this group
who married young men who had no jobs a,
all. Out of the nineteen pupils from this school

Ta.hie U - Distribution of 1936 Graduates Six
Months after Graduation

No.

Table
Per cent

m -

Number of

1936

Graduates

Who

MarrJed During the Periotl from June 4,
1936 to January 1, 1937.

Number in College

137

29.9 %

Number employed

162

35.4 %

School

Boys

Girls

Total

Number unemployed

114

24.9 %

Washington

1

7

8

43

9.6 %

Wheatley

4

15

19

I

0.1 %

Yates

8

8

30

35

Number unaccounted for
Number deceased

5

cises leaving a total of 319 graduates not m
college. Most of the boys were doing some kind
of work. In fact 24.0 per cen-:: of the boys are
at work and 11.3 per cent of the girls are at
work. The question arises, what are these stu·
dents doing? For the most pa~. both sex are
engaged in domestic and personal service, such
as porters, delivE'ry boys, maids, houskeepers,
cooks, etc. Only one of the graduates was engaged in any type of skilled labor, which was
interior decorating.
Special attell'!;ion: was directed to 29 honor
graduates from one of the schools. The investigation showed that 17 or 58.6 per cent went
to college, 12 or 41.4 per cent remain ed at home,
of whom seven were employed, and five were
unemployed (one of -the unemployed being
married). Each of those who were fortunate to
find jobs were engaged in some type of domestic and personal service with salaries ranging
from $3.50 to $10.00 per week. This study does
not seem to indicate arr apperciable difference
in the ,:;ypes of jobs held by the honor students and the average student; nor does the
wagEs earned by the honor students and the average &'. udent. As a matter of fact, a student
whose scholastic record averages little more
than a "D" is making a salary ($18.00 per week)
larger than any of the honor students from this
school.
Intere!r~ing enough a number of these young

who married, only one was fortunate enough
-::o move into her own home. Three were renting and living alone; ten were living with thair
w;fe 's parents, and the remainder with the
husband's parents. Further, it is interesting
to notp that only one of the graduates was an
honor student. It is also observed tha,: one of
the girls separated from her husband after
three weeks of married life. These facts seem
to indicale that our pupils stand in need of s . x
and social guidance. It is observed that these
students give for their reason for marrying at
such an early period in the r lives tht! fuilow
ing excuses: (1) nothing else to do; (2) financ~a1ly unable to go to college; (3) not interested
in going to college; (4) tired of school.

PART II
THE STUDY OF OCCUPATIONAL DESIRES
OF 156 1937 SENIORS

The second part of this study deals wi!h the
occupational desires of 156 seniors, as well as
the colleges they hope to attend, the occupations of the parents, income of ~he family, ancl
tlie size oi the family. It wa:; though t that th , se
factors would play no small part in determining wha-t course the student will ultimately
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follow in life. This phase of the investigation
will also serve as future reference for the follow-up study of this class in 1938 extending to
1942.
Table IV indicates that the occupational desires of these students are spread over nine-
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teen different occupational choices. It is interesting to observe that the occupational desires
of 125 or 80.1 per cent of the seniors fall in the
following six groups: teaching, nursing, stenography, beauty culture, professional musicians.

Table IV • The Occupational Desires of 156
Seniors

No. of Stu.

Occupations

No. cf Stu.

Occupations

55 Teacherll

1 Mechanic

29 Nurses

8

11

1 Cook

Mail carriers

13 Stenography
4

Mus;dans

1 Undertaker

Archi~ect:i.

1

Farmer

1 Coach

1 Pharmaciit.

2 Civil engineer

2

Business (store)

3

Librarians

2

Seamstress

4

Doctors

1 Radio Repair shop

9 Beauty Culturists

7

Seven students, as yet, had not given the matter of a life's vocation any thought. The paucity of occupational choices among -these stu •
dents is in the main due to ignorance. These
studEnts do not have the slightest conception of
the occupations engaged in by the people of
the world, of the United States, and of their

No choice

own city, Houston.
The schools that these pupils hope to attend
cover all sections of the country, as is shown
by Table V. For the most part, they plan to at•'.end school within the state. In fact, ninetyf 've have chosen Texas schools. The truth of
tl!e matter is that few of the students are able

Table V Colle,:es the Seniors Expect to
Attend

Samuel Huston

1

Prairie View . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

Hampton Institute

1

Wiley College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

Chicago University

4

No.

School

Tuskegee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

Oakwood Trade School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Houston College

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

Pennsylvania University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Fisk University

2

Kansas City Hospital . ... . . .... .. .... ... .

1

Morehouse

1

Ch;_ra~o Schcol of Nursing .. .. .. . ...... .

1

Wilberforce

2

Flint Goodridge . .. . ............. . ...... .

1

Howard University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

University of California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Southern California

5

University of Kansas . . . . ... . .. .. ... ... .

1

Southern University

4

Franklin Beauty School . .......... ... ... .

2

Hughes Business School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5

No College Choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12

D illard Universlty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

Not going to College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

to attend any kind of school after completing
their training in the high school. The investigation revealed that the family income of 64

3

out of 88 pupils is below ,twenty dollars a
week. The investigation also shows that the
bulk of these students are from large families,
representing from one to eleven children.
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'l'able VI-1'a111ily Income Per Week

No.

Income per week

$5 to $10 . ... . .•. ... ... ..... .. ..... . .. . .. . 10
$10 to $15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
$15 ~o $20 .. .. ..... . ..... .... . .... .... ... . . 25
$20 to $25

.... .. ..... . .. .. .... .. ........ 14

$25 to $30

4

$30 to $35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

$40 to $45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

$45 to $50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

The range is as

follows:

sixteen

came from families with from one

students
to

three

children; 28 students were from families wit h
from three to five children; 21

students

thirteen were from families with from seven
families

with from n ine to eleven children.
The occupations of the parents of these pupils fall into thirty-nine different fields, with
the grea•~er number of the fathers (65) serving as unskilled laborers, while

the

Carpenter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

Hatter

.................................

1

Railway Porters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9

Retired Mail carrier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Farmer

7

Barber

2

Electric Plater ............. . ... .' ..... . .

1

Bottling Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

Flqr 'st

1

. ... . . .. .. . ... . .. .. . . ... .. . . ... ..

Chef Cook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

J anitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

W . P . A. Worker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

Ni ~ht Watchman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

Mail carrier

be-

longed to familie·s with five to seven children;

to nine children ; and ten came from
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greater

number of mothers working, were employed

Occupation
Mother
Maids . . ..................... . .... . ..... . . 18

Cash ier

. ... .. . .. . .. . .. ... .. . .. .. . .. .. . ...

I

Sehoo1 teacher . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

l'TursP.

1

:Medicine Mixer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Laundry worker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6

Bea~y Shop workers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

Seamstress . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6

Stenographer

as maids.
A comparative analysis of Tables
Table VII-Occupations of the Parents of the
Seniors
Father

Occupation

Unskilled Industrial Laborer . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
Skilled Industrial Laborer
Insurance
G rucc:r

4

I

. .. .. ..... .. . . . .... . ........ .. . . .

Contrac.•'.or
Longshoreman

3
2

. . .. .. . ... . .. . . . .... . .. . .

3

Dom~sti c and P ersonal Service . . . . . . . . . .
Pullman Porter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
6

Government Service

1

Agricultural Teacher

2

Railway B rakeman ........ . . ....... .. .

4

Machinist ........ .. ........ ........ . . . .

2

Switchman (R.

R. )

... . . •... . .... . . . . . ..

IV,

and

VII, shows that the occupational desires of the

children are quite different from the occupations actually engaged in by '!;heir parents. It
seems that not a single child is interested in
ente-ring the parent's occupational field.
The foregoing :facts of both divisions of •:h :s
mvestigation clearly indicate that our students
stand in d ire need of guidance, and especially
vocational guidance, if we are to expect •:hem
to choose their vocations wisely. For the most
part, our students are not familiar, indeed, not
even on speaking '!;erms with a single vocation al
fiE!d. Thus, they do not know whether the ·,
are interested in, or have the ability to be
successful in the fields of their choice. They
have no background or informat en as to th<'
t:•pes of occupatior., nor do 'h ey have th ~
slighte:,;t idea of the requirements of the ti Jd.
A large number of our students do not even
know wha,:; schools to consider in the preparation of their life's work.
I wish to acknowledge the fine cooperation
of my high school classes in social problems,
th e several students of the Houston College.
:rnd mher~ who made this pa•.r:ph et possY e

2

IRA B. BRYANT.
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COLLECTORS OF MEMBERSHIP FEES

Colored Teachers' State Association of Texas

Agent, Juanita . . . . Route 3, Box 89, Caldwell
Atkinson, A. A . . . . ... .. ... . Box 151, Wharton
Alton, A. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 723 Oak, Texarkana
Anderson. A. L ...... .. .. . .. . . . . . . Rosenberg
Armstrong, C. G. . . Col. High School, Liberty
Austin, Rogers . ... .. . . ... ... 829 Border, Tyler
Ayers, T. C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colored High School
Corpus Christi
Banks, W. R. . . . . . . Prairie View State College
Bevis, R. E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 829 S. 12th, Waco
Brandon, W. H . .. .. ... . . P. 0. Box 722, Lufkin
Campbell, W. B. . . . . . . Anderson High School
Ausfjn
Davis, M. B. . . . . . . . . . . Box 1253, Jacksonvrlie
Davis, H. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . West District School
Galveston
Davis. W. L. . . . . . . . . . . 2110 Hutchins, Houston
Dean. J . T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Box 215, Wallis
Estelle, A. B. I. .. . . Rt. 2, Box 117, Chapel Hill
Evans, W. M. . . . . . . . . . . . Colored High School
Navasota
Flewellyu, A. E . ......... . Dunbar High School
Texarkana
Givens, Travis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paris, Texas
Gunter, M. A . . . .. Route 5, Box 142, Henderson
Hampton, Mert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Troup
Henderson, N. Q. . . . . . . . . 3019 Nance, Hous!on
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Henry, E. H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eagle Lake
Holland, A. E. . . . . . . . . . . Colored High School
Wichita Falls
Holley, Thos. L. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1547 E. Crockett,
San Antonio
Hurdle, I. Q. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1415 E. 12th, Austin
Isaacs, R. L. . . . . . . . . 2615 Live Oak, Houston
Jones. W. E . ..... .. ..... Colored High School,
Nacogdoches
Johnson, L. M . ... .. . 1104 H~boldt, Ft. Worth
McDonald, A. W. . . . . . . . Central High School,
Galveston
Miller. W. E . .... .. . . ...... 310 Robin, Houston
Mi-:chell, T . . B. . . Powell Point Training School
Kendleton
Pemberton, H. B. . . . . ..... 110 Wiley, Marshall
Pratt, T. W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3612 Thomas, Dallas
Ryan, .J. D. . . . . . . . . . . . 2007 Hamilton, Houston
Sampson, C. C. . . . . . . . . . . Colored High School
Temple
1214 O'Neil, Houston
Smith, E. 0 .
Lincoln High School
Palestine
Thomas, 0. J. . . . . . . . P. 0 . Box 466, Cameron

Story, A. M.

Wesley, Mable ... .. 3200 Washington, Houston
Wallace Emma . ... Moton High School, Orange
Pollard, T. T. . . . . . . . . 1406 Forre&t, Beaumont
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THE PART THE BEAUMONT INDEPENDENT
SCHOOi, DISTRICT PLAYS IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE COMMUNITY

By Idaho Herbert, B. S.
Teacher of Mathematics, Carroll Street School
Beaumont, Texas
CHAPTER I

Introducton
A Brief History of the Beaumont City Schools

Education for some time after Texas won her
independence had to give place to the problem
of home making and this was true of Beaumont
in the early days of her existence. The educaof the children depended on home teaching or
on private schools of which there were several.l
Governesses were employed by the more prosperous families, but the greater number of
children attended schools conducted by private
teachers who charged a small tuition fee per
pupil.
'l'he Beaumont Academy founded in 1879 was
the first Civic effort to establish schools. Professor George H. Stovall assisted by Rev. William McFadden were the instructors.2
Under the charter provisions of 1881, Beaumont organized a city system of schools and in
1884 two buildings were purchased. Five white
and three Negro teachers were employed.
The first year the schools were under the
direction of a temporary superintendent, Rev.
Thomas Ward White, then H . E . Chambers. H.
E. F onte was elected superintendent in August
1885 and served until October. The white and
Negro schools were managed by the principals
until 1889, when C. F. J ohnson was made superintendent. By popular subscription and bond
issue the North End (now Millard) School was
buiJt in 1890. Up to this time there were only
seven grades in the schools, and in that year
an eigl'ith grade was added. When C. A . Bryant
was elected superintendent in 1892, he added
the tenth grade, thus forming a three year high
school course. After serving two years he was
succeeded by P . A . Dowlen.
Financing was a constant proble.n in the
early d ays of the school syste:n. Si!lce their organization, the city schools have been supported
by state f und s. These were suffic ie r: t ·_ nl-v t,;
provide for from four to six months of· the
.v ca r. Lack of these funds necessitated the closing of schools during 1896 and 1897.l
The board resigned in a body durine the
month of March. 1896, because the council refused to order an election for a 25-cent school
tax. A new board was organized in May and a
25-cent school t ax voted June 12. 1897. P. S .
Halleck was elected principal of the North End
School and Dr. G. H. Stovall was appointed
s uperintendent without salary. Dr. Stovall resigned the following December and the schools
were again placed under the management of
thp principnls. Th P tffice of city supei-intendent
was created with a salary. I. H. Bryant was
elected and served one month. F. A. Parker and
B. F . Pettus held this office three years after
which H. F . Triplett served for 16 years and
1 Beaumont Rnterprise, May 31, 1936.
2 The Story of B eaumont - Florence Stratton, Page
I RQanmout F:nt err>rise, May 31, 1936.
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was succeeded in 1919 by M. E . Moore who is
still holding this office.
In 1902 school building bonds were voted to
the amount of $85,000 with which a $60,000
high school for whites and two buildings for
Negroes were erected in 1904. In 1906, $30,000
additional. bonds for school buildings were
voted.I
The schools took another leap forward in
1924. Land was purchased, buildings erected· and
equipment provided for two junior white high
schools a nd two Negro schools.
The Beaumont Independent School system
today embraces 14 public schools. These include
seven elementary schools for white pupils, three
elementary schools for Negro pupils, two junior
high schools for whites, one large senior high
school for whites and one large senior high
school for Negro students.2
CURRICULUM

The Beaumont School System has the 5-3-3
plan of organization.
For years the teachers, principals, supervisors and superintendent of the system have
planned and labored to make the system childcentered instead of subject-centered. They have
wcceeded far above the average as comparison
to standards abtmdantly prove. Some years ago
the Beaumo•1t curriculum was re-written .?rid
tne school plant rebuilt to confor m to th-:; welI
I.nown a!l.i t,:1iver sally .1c ~epte-d child ,•~·.1i:.\_··ing objectives of education, namely, (1) Health
and physica l education, (2) character education,
(3) civic education and (4) vocational education, (5) home education, (6) fine arts education and (7 ) 3-R education which is academic
education not as an accomplishment but to give
command over the t ools of learning.
In car;- ying out the above named objectives,
the Beaumont system has established and de\' eloped (1) a health program (2) a physical
eciucation program ( 3) an ath!etic program (4)
a character development program (5) a program of civic education and practices (6) a
program of industl·ial edu::.: ,i'.m (7) a program
of training for home membership (8) a prog ram of fine arts including an unusual and outstanding clevelopment of music and art on the
public school level and (9) an academic program which has in no sense deteriorated from
the old fashioned 3-R program but is more
efficient b zcause better adjusted to the different
levels of learning ability.
Notwithstanding the fact that the Beaumont
system has been engaged in curriculum revisic n, th e system stands to p!'Ofit much by taking
an active part in the work now going forward
in the state. F or example U) to continue with
greater speed and positi\•ely to produce curriculum on different levels of learning ability
in convenient and attractive form for daily
use by pupils (2) t o devebp curriculum in
unit forms suit ed to the four quarters of the
year or else change the quarterly reporting to
some other period suited to unit forms (3) to
continue in a more effective manner to adjust
1 The Story of Beaumont - Florence Stratton, page
2 The Beaumo nt Enterprise, May 3 I, 1936.
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the daily program machinery to the individual
child and (4) to begin work of integrating subject matter into new cores so that we may
more intelligently divide the child's time and
the taxpayer's money to ~et the greatest good
out of each. At present there is neither enough
time nor enough money to teach the unwarranted and unnecessary number of subjects in
the curriculum.
In carrying out (3) above, the Beaumont system's latest and perhaps most effective step has
been the establishment of coach rooms in the
elementary schools. Superintendent M. E. Moore
approves of extending this movement into junior and senior schools, not by the addition of
new teachers, but by the re-allocation of the
work of some of the present teachers.I
CHAPTER II
PROBLEMS OF A COMMUNITY
Health

Just as the family, the school and the church
are confronted witb serious problems, the community, likewise, has its problems.
The community is concerned with everything
that affects the groups and they in turn are
vitally concerned m all that touches it-in fact,
tne problems of one in a sense are the problems
of the others.
Serious problems of health are created where
large numbers of people live near one another.
Many disPases spread rapidly unless people who
suffer fn>m them are kept away from their
r.eighbors-. Rubbish accumulates rapidly; food
and milk are 1>ecessities and need to be protected from impurities. Great care is necessary,
therefore. to r,1 otect the community from contagious dis<c'aFef and to provide it with pure
food.
Effective steps have been taken in recent years
to protect the health of the people. The chief
agencies in carrying on this work are those of
local government, but valuable assistance is
~iven al~o by the state and federal governments
and by various private organizations.
No matter how thoroughly these agencies do
their work, they cannot guarantee us good
health, for the responsibility for our own physical condition rests chiefly on ourselves. We
alone can observe the laws of health, and without s:ich observance all community regulations
are in vain
Occupation
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Panics, a change of trade route, depressions
or any interference with the opportunity for
gaining a living have a great effect. Unless men
have work they soon have nothing with which
to buy food and clothing. Business then suffers,
population declines and the community languishes or dies. Occupation, then, is vital to
community existence.4
Recreation

In small towns there are many places fer
out d· .<;r recreation, but crowded conditions
make it necessary for public parks and play
grounds.
Shorter working hours gives more time for
healthful out-door recreation.
The natural desire of people for amusement
results at time in forms of recreation which
not only injure those who take part in them
but are dangerous also to the entire community. Hence, the com:-,, unity must provide safe
guards against injurL us amusement and furnish opportunities for entertainments which are
attractive aPd wholesome.I
Education

We learn when we profit by what happens to
us, for edm•ation is but the process by which
one gains experiences that will enable him to
act more efficiently in the future than in the
past.
Years ago people adopted the kind of education which they thought would best fit the child
for his part in the community of which he was
a member.
To-day, there is an eve1· growing number of
people who advocate social efficiency as the
true goal for the school which means the ability to work with others so as to carry on effectively the various activities of the community. To do his part fully the socially efficient
individual must have good health; should be
self supporting and also be able to support his
dependents. He should know how to use his
leisure tirr:e profitably; should find a pleasure
in working with others as well as possessing
high ideals and right habits. In order to make
pupils socially efficient, the school must give
instructions and training in health, occupation,
the use of leisure time, citizenship, and the
formation of right ideals and habits.I
"The school authorities of the Beaumont In,-~pendent District encourage various activities.
Literary societies and debating clubs, not only
furnish an opportunity in oral expression, but
gives the pupils training in citizenship also.
Parties and picnics have aided in developing
school spirit :::nd socinl com tesic~. P ~pe: s and
magazines afford practice i.n writing and at the
same time serve the school. l\<fany other school
enterprises which give business training to man)
pup ils are provided. Various class organizations,
clubs, and societies wh ich arouse their orig,.
nality and responsibility and which give them
direct contact with matters closely related tc,
effective citizenship, are encouraged. These an,
some of the ways in which the Beaumont In-

The growth of a ccmmunity is limited by the
opportunities it offers its inhabitants for gaining a living.I The lumber industry in Beaumont
during 1887 was of such great importance that
it had built a city cf 10.000 inhabitants for gaining a living.I The lumber industry was also of
great importan::e bef:>re the appearance of oil.
Oil brought to Beaumont many of the allied
industries which manufactured machinery, tanks,
tank cars, and other equipment. The manufacture of oil well machinery and supplies is one
of the big industries in Beaumont today.2
Rice fo!Jowed tlie oil industry and has irown
into :m important industry. There are to-day a
number of manufacturing plants turning out a
great variety of products.s

1 Hill. H . C. -Community Life and Civic Problema,
p. 180.
2 Beat•mont Enterprise. Mny 31 , 1!•~6.
3 StrRtton, Flc rc•n c
The Story of Beaumont, page 78.
4 Hill , H . C.ommunity Life and Civic Problema.
Pai:e 186.

1 Superintendent Moore, Personal Interview.

J Mas·m, Martha - Parents and T eache rs. Page 236.
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dependent District attempts to make its pupils
u seful members of the community."2
Protection
Men are naturally disposed to associate with
each other. They could not be happy without
association but unfortunately, there are some
who will not respect the rights of others or
w ho are the victims of their own vices. The
community must protect itself from this class.l
Build.ing of jails and organized police force
were the earliest methods of protection. In recent years people are becoming interested in
impr o\·ing protection by bettering the police
and by removing the causes which lead to
crime. It is their belief that crime will be
lessened by ending the slums. This may be done
by providing clean and attractive forms of
r ecreation , and by extending moral and religious
education.
F ire is also a source of g reat danger to the
community.
Besides our enormous wastefulness of property by fire many lives are lost.2
Beaumont's fi re losses for the year just closed
will run close to $90,000. This was estimated
in a report from the fire chief.
All safety-campai gns and groups have been
brought together this yea r in one big drive on
t raffi c accidents in an effort to remove the
stigma from th e city of Beaumont as one of the
t~ading cities in the nation in the proportion of
traffi c fa talities.
Beaumont's record of traffic accidents for the
past year places her fourth among the cities in
the U ni ted States. I
CHAPTF.R Ill
HOW THE SCHOOLS SEEK TO AID THE
COl\'.lMUNITY WITH ITS PROBLEMS

Health Problems

The Beaumont school system realizing that
there is no act ivi ty in life w here h ealth is not
needed, h as stressed the preservation of health
by seeking to train its students in kn owledge,
h .:,bits and ideals which will enable them to
make the best u se of their lives.
One means of carrying this out has been
med ical and dental inspection so that at least
once <'cch year the child m ay be examined and
hi~ physical condition actually determined.I
The school n u rses accompany the medical
ex11miner in making his yearly examinat ion and
assist in making out the records for each child.
Th c!se records are the object of careful study
mid are div ided into two general classes (a)
those th at need immediate attentio n, and (b )
those that may be followed up at leisur e. The
first clllss is visited by the nurse at the earliest
opportun ity, in his home, and the parents personally iuterviewed and interested if possible.
The second class is brought to the notice of
his parents or gu ardian by v isits from the home
1 r,1:iri ck, Geo ri;re A.
2 Prin cipai Groga n.

Prog-ressive Educatio n. Page 151.
Pe rso nal Inte rvi ew.

I _H ill. H . C .- Commun ity L ife and Civic Problem s, p.
1~8.
2 Beard . H arriet Safety Firs t For Schoo! an d H om e.
P . 14 .
1 Hc&umun t J om· r. a l. l
1 S ·1perintenrle nt

Moo re-

Febn 1ary 27, 1937.
Pe r onal
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room teacher and cards sent out by the health
tei.irher .
In many cases the parents have been induced
to take steps at once to have the necessary
corrections made. Where the parents are too
poor to bear the expense assistance from the
Parent-Teacher Association and from other public spi rited groups is given. Some physicians
have willingly rendered their best service free
in cases of the worthy poor, when such cases
were brought to them b y the school nurse.
The Dental Clink has decreased the number
of children in this system sufferin g with de:'.ec1ivc teeth. One day of each week is given
to !'ad: sc hool for the extraction and treatment
of defec ti ve teeth.
Our pi;; n of work is the building up · of a
daily h ealtt, standard based on habits of personal cleanliness, mouth hygiene, nutrition,
fresh air, exercise, rest, a nd cheerfulness. Our
object has been to increase the child's inte r est
in these daily her.Ith habits. We want him also
to develop independence in the performance of
these habits.
The subject matter presented is t o stimulate
in the child a desire to practice good h ealth
habits. The Health Clubs of the Beaumont
System have done much toward the atta inment
of this ideal.
The clubs have a regular set of officers consisting of a president whose duty it is to carry
forward the order of business; a secretary to
take down all necessary records; and a set of
inspectors appointed from week to week, whose
duties include examination and report not only
on each individual assigned to him but also on
parts of the building and grounds. Any member
of the club is privileged in any meeting to point
out any health matters that should come to the
club's attention in the school or about the community.1
The mon 'r..ly weight record is an im1 , "tant
health guide. '!'he child takes uo:ne a record
of his weight.
Where the undernourished child's diet is inadequate because of the family's economic contion, attempts have been made to meet this
difficulty. If due to lack of knowledge or improper selection, combination or prepartion of
the coustituents of the child's diet. practical
instruction is given the mother either in the
home or at Parent-Teacher·s meE.ting. If it is
due to improper food habits on the part of the
child , attempts are made to correct these by
individual and g roup instruction s.2
The sch ool cafeteria's well balanced luncheon
at a l ow ccst ha s also bei' n an a id in the 1eaching
of ri ght eating h abits.2
S 'J me treatment is offered in the health prog ram in the nature of first aid and preventive
ther apy. Students oft ~n a ll ow see,1 in~Jy min,.,r
ai lmerts eo without p roper attention. The
schools health service. by offering convenient
a nd inexpen~ive early treatment h ave an opportunity to d emonstrate that an ounce of prevention reall y is worth a pound of cure.I
The annual clean up campa ign is used as the
climax to a program carried on through the
entire year. The approach is th ro ugh the child r en , the parents ,,nc:l the community in gen1 East
E. T .- Perso na l Intr: rv iew.
2 T ownsend.
Whitcomb a nd Beve rid.l!e - Our
Habi: s. P . 103.

H ealth
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eral.
Inspection of yards is made from time to
t lme throughout the year by some schools. Un~anitary conditions within the neighborhood or
home are discussed with pupils in whose home
or ne:ghborhood it occurs and they are asked
to help remedy it.2
Letters written in the Health classes and distributed in the neighborhood was one method
u~ed in getting cooperation from the community by one school.
The modern physical education program of
rythmics, games, stunts and athletics aim not
to build up big muscles, but to develop the
child as a whole.
Health Program
Negro Health Week and the Barnwell community clinic have done much toward improving
the health conditions of the Negroes of Beaumont.
The J efferson County Tube r cular Association
f. iYe~ to all pers:ms in its county a free tubercul in test. The temperature of children showing
symptoms of the disease are taken three days
in succession by the health teacher and the
findings reported to the nurse. The child is
given the tuberculin test at St. Theresa hospital. When cases are positive they are sent to
the tuberculi hospital and given treatment.I
As a result of these tests many employers
now require their en1p.loyees to present health
certificates before being employed.
Occupation
The teaching of community life, which begi ns in the primary grades has for its aim to
make the child more intelligent about his environment and to bring about some degree of
P.fJpreciation of the la bor and efforts of others.
The ways of approach are through projects,
discussions, visiting community enterprises and
bus rides .2
There are many problems confronting students of the Beaumont Independent School
District. Many a life's work has resulted as a
consequence of these classes.
Selection of a career includes th e careful
preparation of qualification, self-tests regardin~ the fitne ss for th e occupation planned, interv iewing a person actually in the profession,
a nd learning what procedure to use in obtaininr, the position."3 The students keep career
b '.loks in which they record the various field
tr ips they make to professional, non-profession;:_]. skilled and unskilled jobs.
Students choose various occupations; some
however, choose none at all; others prefer to
be regarded c1s h'.lmemakers. Class talks on all
professions chosen by the class are presented
b y people ·.vho specialize in the specific job.
Classified ads are also another consideration
f this cl11ss. Ads in newspapers are answered
by personal application. Through these ads
~kdents find in just what field there is room
fer progress and workers.I
The high school library, the Y. W. C. A., Y.
M. C A. and the Altr•..1sa Club (vocational guida nce civic club for whites) has been of v nst
0

I Hygeia - Sept ., 19~0. Page 803.
2 Goa d~ T each er 's Magaz ine, April, 1935, page 616.
l East, E . T .- P ersonal Interview.
2 Classroom Teache r , ol. 11. Chapter 2, page 74.
3 l 1•v:n e. C. M.- Pers : nal In terview.
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assistance to educators in aiding students to
make logical, wise decisions in choosing professional careers as well as giving insight into
the working of various professions.2
Home Economic work is closely allied to
actual home conditions for school work is correlated with home activities.a Many girls have
raised the standard of their families through
the instructions received in home economics at
school, and many mothers are anxious to learn
from their hi gh-school daughter all that is being taught the latter in the field of home economics.
Besides studying how m eals should be prepared, pupils are a llowed to get actual practice
in marketing, preparation, and serving of breakfa sts, luncheons and dinners.
The Boys' (white) classes are learning to
budget their future salaries to support their
future families . while the future mothers in the
child care classes a : c learning the best ways
to entertain and care for children.
Tailoring, one of the most popular courses
for boys teaches them to choose suitable clot hing for themselves. Favorable reports fro!'!>
home and personal appearance in the classroom are proofs that this teaching is being carried over into the lives of boys.I
Demand is increasini:( for trained workers in
many fields. Many business places have been
successful in getting the ri ght type of laborers
through the aid of the principals and the vocational teachers.
Former Beaumont students who are now
serving the community as doctors, lawyers, mechanics, carpenters,
seamstresses, minister,-.
nurses, etc. are proofs that the schools arE
constantly striving to meet the needs of the
community.
Recreation
Any activity whether physical or mental,
whirh affords us harmless enjoyment of O I.J!"
leisure, is recreation. In the home we may find
recreation in conversation, in reading, or in
some avocation .2
We may find recreation outside the h ome a s
the theater. the movies, the football games, the
Young Men's Christian Association .
Series of programs given throu gh out the
school year have furnish ed amusement as well
as being of educational value. These include
musicals, style shows, lectures, book review.
band concerts, shows and contests.
The more extensive program includes meetings in evenings for both parents. The schoob
offer opportunities for parents to study conditions in the school and w ork on committee~
with teachers.
Social gatherings in the school have always
furthered the friendly relationship of stu'ien :s,
teachers, and parents. Each year some schools
hold a tea in honor of thier mothers, others
sponsor father and daughter dinner or family
festive. The boys invite their fathers to sport
evening. Parents as well as students attend
dramatic discussions, exhibits and informal class
activities. They frequently share in planning
and add their talent to the program. The school
1 Beaumont High School News, O ct. 15, 1936.
2 Beaumont Enteri, rise, Feb. 25, 1937.
3 N . E . A .•JourPal, N ov., 1936.
1 Reaum o r.t Hig h Schoo l N ews, Oct. 29, 1936.
Hanifar. L . J.- The Community Center, page 71.
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depend s upon th ::!m also for assistance in exhibit and excursions.
The reading classes and literary clubs are
striving to create a desire and love for reading
by seeking to find the child's interest and selecting material related to these interests. "The
library and literary clubs help the boys and
girls to take part intelligently in family discussion on every day topics," say some parents.
The Tatum Library Club, a recent organizati on in the Negro high school, had as one of its
projects this year , "More Books in the Home."
Mem bers of the club took books to those adults
w ho like to read but were unable to come to
th e librar y.I
The cultural life in the school must be so
developed that when the child becomes a part
of the community he will acquire a sense of
nei ghborhood respon sibility and cooperation.
The school is a community center and is, therefore, expected to support civic or community
organizations designed to promote civic, moral
and spiritual welfare of the community. There
are m any organizations in the writer's community which have a deep interest in the improverrient of the school as well as the community.
On several occasions it has been the p r ivilege
of school bands and special groups of singers
to render programs for some of these organizations.
Athletic activities have attracted attention of
th e young and old alike.
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its programs are for the purpose of contrir,1,tmg to such knowledge, wisdom, and undern anding on the part of the h ome, the school,
and the community as shall re3ult in constant
improved conditions of life and development
for the children of the Beaumont community.
These programs offer opportunities for explaining and demonstrating to parents the course of
study and the methods employed in school, and
the necessity for improvement in sanitation,
apparatus and playground equipment have
brought remarkable results. Discussions of the
ways in which school and home may combine
to secure right conditions in the community for
th e growt h and character development of children, yout hs and adults also have a definite
place.I
The school library serves as headquarters.
Here committees meet, members come to read
parent-teacher literature, bulletins and magazines, to study exhibits of charts and posters,
a nd to get program h elp and other parentteac hers info rmation. The room becomes for the
locality a distributing center of parent-teacher
facts, a boon to all students of the m ovement,
a meeting place for workers and a reading
r oom where approved books for parents and
te ac hers may be consulted.
The Tatum Library Club, a recent organization in the Neg ro High School, had as one of
its projects thi s year, "More Books in the
Home." Does this not show that Beaumont
schools are doing their service to the community?

Education

Protection

The m anner of living is constantly changing
and so is education constantly changing in plan
a nd ai m. Real ed11cation is knowing h ow to live,
rel igiously ; socially and physically.

The mai11 obj ect of education is to fit an
iridi vidual to become successful in his personal
r el:citions with his f ellows. Any educational system whi ch does this is doing a real service f or
its students.

The Parent-TP.acher Associaiton of the community in w hich the writer lives studies these
ch anges and seP.ks to enligh ten the community
as to why the ~chool does things in a different
way from tha t employed a generation ago.
Ma ny members of the ass0ciation are working
to strength en the educati ondl effectiveness of
home , school, community and religion along
specific lines relatin g to physical and mental
health, safety, ree:reation, child labor, good
reading, home efficiency and character training.

It is w1doubted ly true that the many exhibits
h ave and w ill continue to serve as a splendid
purpose in proving that in these days not only
boys but girls also, prepare for work, whether
r,rofessiona l or of the business world. These
Px hib' t ; make clear to the adults the methods
:-,nd J:.,-Lirposes of th e school curriculum. Wisely
ctin•ctecl info r mation greatly facilitates the adoption of modern educational methods and may
i'J $O introd uce
higher standards for home,
5chool and community life.
I S mi t h.

A.

P.

l'ersonal

Interview.

The citizenship aim of education can be truly
achieved only by living it. It is claim ed that
whatever loss in orderlmess may r esult is m ore
t ha n compensated for by the social training
a ffoi'ded by pupir government.
The fa ct that students h ave a v oice in the
government of the school causes them to feel
a gr ea ter interest in school all' ' schvol w Jrk .
As a result of this interest pupils are more loyal
and a better spirit throughout the school
exists.
The duties, activities and responsibilities! of
the stude nts are such a s to develop qualities
desira ble for citizensh ip. Students realize this
educatic: na l value and participate with this in
view.
Event~ in the community or the country at
large are used to teach. These are contributing
to the community Chest Drive, and Christmas
Seal sale ; co-operation with poll tax, health and
rnfety campaig n, mending and painting old toys
for children of the unfo rtunate, giving away
bask fcts of food to the poor and the singing of
Christmas Carols, taking a part in social and
1 Mason, Mar tha

ParPnt nnrl rreucher~. page 265.
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religious activitie~ of the community are used
to teach sympathy, co-operation, loyalty and
other good traits.
In addit ion to the training for citizenship, the
schools of Beaumont realize that training against
fire hazards and accidents cannot be overemphasized. Kindergarten teachers, elementary
teachers, junior and senior high school teachers
are utilizing every OJ?portunity to train the
Beaumont pupils on how to prevent accidents
and fires.I
Members of the S.J fety Council aid in keeping
the building and ground free from all known
h azards which are likely to cause accidents or
fire. Clubs are organized for the purpose of
maki ng their hom es and community as safe as
possible, by removing all hazards. Discussions
on the best methods to use to decrease fire and
accidents are given by the fire chief, local insurance men, firemen and other men of the
community along the line of safety.
Members of the hi ~h school public speaking
classes have been a ppearing in local schools
under the auspices of the Junior Red Cross to
explain how farm and h ome accidents can be
cut down. Stories of accidents are clipped from
the local newspapers and the tragedies reconstructed to show h ow, in their opinion such sad
things could have been avoided.I
The Junior Police keep children from crossing the street when traffic is dangerous. They
serve near the school building during the hours
when children are P.ni nP. to and from school.
CHAPTER JV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

All human beings, if they reach their fullest
capacity, must develop in four ways-mentally,
physically, socially and spiritually. Mental
l!rowth al:me is not en ·; u <'h . Let any person neglect any one of these sides of his nature and h e
becomes a lop-sided individual incapable of
serving the community as he sh ould.
P roper attitude mu st be devel oped in the
<"hild. If the attitude cf the school is one that
abhors crime, i:.nd opposes the wrong kind of
recr eational life, but h ·J nors ri ghteousness and
honesty, the children in the school will grow
1 Vin--·ard ar,d P oole-- - Stud2nt Participation , Chap. V .
P.

oo.

l The Broadcaster--Sepl. 17. 1936.
J Bea um c 11t Hi;; }, Scho: l N ews. S ep t. 25, 1936.
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up strong and beautiful in character. Every
civic program that develops a more beautiful
environment is a definite step in citizenshipbuilding. Children that are trained to have
civic pride could never be happy in the slums.
in fact, the slum is not a location ; it is an attitude of the mind ; it is a failure to meet certain
standards. Place a number of civic minded,
beauty loving citizens in a slum t:i -,:tict an d see
ne w l ong it remams a slum.
The greatest tragedy that can befall an individual or a group is a failure to meet conditions, to be able to change them, t o adjust
them into the ones desir ed. There was a time
when each family could care for itself; then
each community was to some extent self sufficient. But that time is past. Toe nation has become one great community which must rise or
fall as one. As our children grow in the four
ways of education, (mental, health, spiritual
and social) so will the community grow. So wili.
graft and greed, crime and war be rushed on
tl'ieir way into oblivion.
It is ti:e aim cf the B'?aumon t F ..li'>Oi system
to give its children an education through the
discovery and development of their individual
abilities, and therefore prepare them for life;
and through training and vocational guidance
prepare them for all living and th ey can adjust
themselves to their places in the c;immu ni1.y .

Our success as good citizens depe nds on our
being intelligent and well informed. Intelligence
and good citizenship depend on wide-spread
education. Beaumont public schools provide the
ba;;is. and the library provides the books for
fu r ther stu~y and pleasure.
The cult ural life in the sch ocl must be s:i
c'evelcped that when the child becomes a p art
of the community he will acqui r e a sense of
neighborhood r esponsibility and coopera tion.
The school is a com;nunity center anj is. the1·efore , expected to support c1v1c, moral an1
spiri tual welfare cf the community. Thr:::m-::h :mt
1 he year the sch.iols take part in f'JCial. re!.i c<iou ;
and educational activities of the com munity.
The attitude of the sch::>ol and the attitude of
the comm unity sh ould be one cf mutual assisti:nce. Our effort to build community spirit between the school and the community is demonstrated by our generous and willing contri·butions to different community activities. The
Beaumont schools, realizing their place in the
community, try to bring ever y child to realize
that while h is life centers chiej y ar ound the
school, its boundaries reach out tJ i :-:clu ::e the
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whole community. The activities of the school
are closely associated with the activities of the
community, hence, the school should see and
feel community problems and opportunities.
Thus, realizing the place of the school in the
community the Beaumont school system tries
not to forget the fact that the child must be
educated to live with pepole. This education
must continue through life therefore, they
strive to keep before him the fact that the
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highest degree granted any man is that of M.
H. S. Master of His Sphere, and thus can be
acquired only in an atmosphere of social cooperation. Let us then, "Place one hand in the
hand of God," knowing that He is the Father,
and the other in the hand of our fellowman,
knowing that he is the brother, realizing that
life is a mission, and not a career that dominion
is service; its sceptor is gladness; that living is
giving; life is immortal and love is its crown.

